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False-Flagging the World to War: A Gulf of Tonkin
Incident in the Gulf of Oman

By Timothy Alexander Guzman
Global Research, June 17, 2019

Region: Asia, Middle East & North Africa
Theme: Media Disinformation, US NATO

War Agenda
In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

Washington is playing false flag again, but this time, in the Gulf of Oman as Washington has
accused  Iran  of  attacking  two  commercial  tanker  ships  from Japan  and  Norway  while
tensions in the region are at an all-time high. Why would Iran attack commercial tankers in
the  Gulf  of  Oman belonging to  Norway and the  other  to  Japan in  the  first  place?   Keep in
mind that just hours before, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan and the Iranian Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei were going to meet in an attempt to ease the ongoing crisis
between Iran and the U.S. The Wall Street Journal reported that “The attacks, including on a
Japanese tanker, came just hours before Prime Minister Shinzo Abe of Japan met in Iran with
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei to try to ease the standoff.” the report also
said that “Mr. Abe has attempted to work as a mediator between Washington and Tehran,
but  Mr.  Khamenei  dismissed Mr.  Abe’s  effort,  darkening prospects  for  dialogue.  “We don’t
believe these words at all because honest negotiations will not come from an individual such
as [President] Trump.” An ABC news report stated that Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
introduced Washington’s assessment that basically declared Iran is guilty as charged:

“It  is  the  assessment  of  the  United  States  government  that  the  Islamic
Republic of Iran is responsible for the attacks that occurred in the Gulf of Oman
today. This assessment is based on intelligence, the weapons used, the level of
expertise needed to execute the operation, recent similar Iranian attacks on
shipping,  and the fact  that no proxy group operating in the area has the
resources and proficiency to act with such a high-degree of sophistication”

Pompeo also said that the U.S. “will defend its forces, interests and stand with our partners
and  allies  to  safeguard  global  commerce  and  regional  stability.”  So  what  proof  does
Washington have? The report from ABC news said that

“Some of the intelligence that Pompeo referred to includes overhead images
taken by a U.S. Navy P-8 surveillance craft that shows Iranians on small boats
alongside the Kokuka Courageous attempting to remove an unexploded mine
that  they  had  previously  attached  to  the  ship,  a  U.S.  official  told  ABC  News.
While the images themselves weren’t disclosed, the descriptions suggested
that the Iranians were attempting to remove evidence that would link them
directly to the tanker attacks.”

Scripted: The Gulf of Tonkin and the Gulf of Oman

It is the same script that was once used on August 2nd, 1964 in what was to become the
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‘Gulf of Tonkin Incident’which based on a false claim of an alleged attack by North Vietnam
on  a  U.S.  ship,  the  USS  Maddox.  Washington’s  official  story  was  that  North  Vietnamese
torpedo boats had launched an “unprovoked attack” against the U.S.S. Maddox that was
allegedly on “routine patrol” but the truth was that it was engaged in intelligence-gathering
and that  it  was  involved in  coordinated attacks  on North  Vietnam by both  the South
Vietnamese navy and the Laotian air force. Then two days later, North Vietnamese PT boats
allegedly launched a “deliberate attack” on two U.S. destroyers, the USS Maddox and the
USS Turner Joy with 22 torpedoes but it was all a lie. There was no evidence to suggest that
there was an attack or any damage by North Vietnam. However,  US Congress wanted
retribution against North Vietnam so they passed The Tonkin Gulf Resolution a couple of
days later which gave President, Lyndon B. Johnson authority to enter Vietnam’s civil war
and give its full support to South Vietnam. The resolution stated that “Congress approves
and  supports  the  determination  of  the  president,  as  commander  in  chief,  to  take  all
necessary measures to repel any armed attack against the forces of the United States and
to prevent further aggression.” The Vietnam War lasted for about 10 years costing the lives
of 55,000 US soldiers and roughly 3 million Southeast Asians including men, women and
children.

The recent incident in the Gulf of Oman resembles the Gulf of Tonkin Incident. On August
5th, 1964, The New York Times published ‘The President Acts’ and stated the following:

President Johnson went to the American people last night with the somber
facts of an enlarging crisis in Vietnam. He announced new steps in reply to
“open aggression on the high seas.”. Air action by the United States is being
executed against North Vietnam gunboats and supporting installations.

The President  will  put  to  the Congress a resolution expressing our  united
determination in support of the cause of freedom in Southeast Asia: He will put
this grave situation before the Security Council of the United Nations. He has
sought—and received—from Senator Goldwater, the Republican nominee for
President, the assurance of bipartisan support in this critical hour.

The attack on one of our warships that at first seemed, and was hoped to be,
an isolated incident is now seen in ominous perspective to have been the
beginning of a mad adventure by the North Vietnamese Communists. After
offensive action against more vessels of our Navy the President has backed up
with retaliatory fire the warnings that North Vietnam chose frequently to ignore

Johnson called on congress to declare that “The United States regards as vital to its national
interest  and  to  world  peace  the  maintenance  of  international  peace  and  security  in
Southeast Asia”  according to a Politico  article titled ‘Congress approves Gulf  of  Tonkin
Resolution: Aug. 7, 1964′ stated that “The resolution gave the president the right to “take all
necessary measures to repel any armed attack against the forces of the United States and
to prevent further aggression.” LBJ gave a speech following the Gulf of Tonkin Incident:

My fellow Americans: – As President and Commander in Chief, it is my duty to
the American people to report that renewed hostile actions against United
States ships on the high seas in the Gulf of Tonkin have today required me to
order the military forces of the United States to take action in reply.

The initial attack on the destroyer Maddox, on August 2, was repeated today
by a number of hostile vessels attacking two U.S. destroyers with torpedoes.
The destroyers and supporting aircraft acted at once on the orders I gave after
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the initial act of aggression. We believe at least two of the attacking boats
were sunk. There were no U.S. losses.

The performance of  commanders  and crews in  this  engagement  is  in  the
highest tradition of  the United States Navy.  But repeated acts of  violence
against the Armed Forces of the United States must be met not only with alert
defense, but with positive reply. That reply is being given as I speak to you
tonight. Air action is now in execution against gunboats and certain supporting
facilities in North Viet-Nam which have been used in these hostile operations.

In the larger sense this new act of  aggression, aimed directly at our own
forces, again brings home to all of us in the United States the importance of
the struggle for peace and security in southeast Asia. Aggression by terror
against the peaceful villagers of South Viet-Nam has now been joined by open
aggression on the high seas against the United States of America.

The determination of all Americans to carry out our full commitment to the
people and to the government of South Viet-Nam will be redoubled by this
outrage.  Yet  our  response,  for  the  present,  will  be  limited  and  fitting.  We
Americans know,  although others  appear  to  forget,  the risks  of  spreading
conflict. We still seek no wider war.

I have instructed the Secretary of State to make this position totally clear to
friends and to adversaries and, indeed, to all. I have instructed Ambassador
Stevenson to raise this matter immediately and urgently before the Security
Council of the United Nations. Finally, I have today met with the leaders of both
parties in the Congress of the United States and I have informed them that I
shall immediately request the Congress to pass a resolution making it clear
that  our  Government  is  united  in  its  determination  to  take  all  necessary
measures in support of freedom and in defense of peace in southeast Asia.

I have been given encouraging assurance by these leaders of both parties that
such  a  resolution  will  be  promptly  introduced,  freely  and  expeditiously
debated, and passed with overwhelming support. And just a few minutes ago I
was  able  to  reach  Senator  Goldwater  and  I  am glad  to  say  that  he  has
expressed his support of the statement that I am making to you tonight.

It is a solemn responsibility to have to order even limited military action by
forces whose overall strength is as vast and as awesome as those of the United
States of America, but it is my considered conviction, shared throughout your
Government,  that  firmness in  the right  is  indispensable  today for  peace;  that
firmness will always be measured. Its mission is peace

Washington  released  a  video  claiming  that  Iran’s  Revolutionary  Guard  Corps  (IRGC)
removed an unexploded mine from one of the two tankers. Last Thursday, Navy Captain Bill
Urban, a spokesman for the US military’s Central Command, said in a statement “At 4:10pm
local  time (00:10 GMT)  an IRGC Gashti  Class  patrol  boat  approached the M/T Kokuka
Courageous and was observed and recorded removing the unexploded limpet mine from the
M/T Kokuka Courageous.”

The New York Times headlined with ‘Trump Accuses Iran in Explosions That Crippled Oil
Tankers’ detailing what Trump had said in relation to the Gulf of Oman incident “Well, Iran
did  do  it,”  the  president  said  in  a  telephone  interview  on  “Fox  &  Friends”  in  his  first
comments since the ships were damaged. “You know they did it because you saw the boat. I
guess one of the mines didn’t explode and it’s got essentially Iran written all over it.” The
New York Times weighed in on the accusation by claiming that Iran’s proxy groups have
increased attacks in the region, in a way siding with Trump:
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In fact, some Iranian proxy groups in the region have stepped up attacks lately.
The Houthi faction in Yemen, which has been supported by Iran, has attacked
Saudi oil pipelines and other targets. Just this week, a Houthi missile slammed
inot the arrival halls of a Saudi airport, injuring 26 people, according to Saudi
news. The Houthis reported launching a drone attack on the same airport on
Friday  but  the  Saudi  military  said  it  intercepted  five  Houthi  drones  and  the
airport  was  operating  normally  

According to The New York Times one of the Japanese operators said that the tanker was hit
by a flying object not by a limpet mine:

Doubts about the American version of Thursday’s events were raised by the
Japanese operator of  one of  the damaged tankers,  which said that it  was
attacked by air. “Our crew said that the ship was attacked by a flying object,”
said Yutaka Katada, the president of the operator, Kokuka Sangyo 

Washington’s Hit List: Iran

It’s no secret that Trump is acting in liaison with Israel (and Saudi Arabia) but that’s beside
the point, the deep state insiders and the Military-Industrial Complex have been wanting a
war with Iran since the Iranian Revolution of 1979 which ousted the U.S. backed dictator,
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi also known as the Shah of Iran. But there are a number of reasons
why the U.S. wants a war with Iran, one of them being the fact that Iran has dropped its use
of the U.S. dollar in trade with several key countries including Russia and China disrupting
the petrodollar system. Israel  also plays an important part  by having the ambitions of
becoming the “Greater Israel” in the Middle East, but Iran and its allies including Syria,
Hezbollah, Lebanon and the Palestinians are preventing that from happening.  If Israel can
succeed in pushing the U.S. to attack Iran and destabilize the country as they did with Iraq,
then managing the Middle East in its entirely would allow the Zionist state to expand on
more Arab territory (Trump recently declared Syria’s Golan Heights as a part of Israel). Then
Israel will become a major power in the Middle East armed with nuclear weapons, sort of a
mini-empire with teeth.

However, the U.S., Israel and the Gulf States will have their hands tied when it comes to
Iran’s military capabilities that includes an estimated 534,000 active personnel  and an
additional 350,000 reservists in the army, air force, navy and the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC). It is also worth mentioning that Iran has the manpower which is close to
40 million eligible men and women who would unite no matter what side of the political
spectrum they are on. They would rally around the Iranian flag and fight for their homeland.
One certainty the U.S. and its allies would face is a nation that has much more people and a
land mass that is at least four times larger than Iraq. According to Global Firepower Index, a
military website ranked Iran at No. 13 out of 136 countries. Iran has more than 500 aircraft,
1,634  combat  tanks,  2,345  armored  fighting  vehicles  and  398  Naval  assets  including  34
submarines  and  88  vessels.  Iran  recently  produced  an  air  defense  system called  the
Khordad 15 that is “capable of tracking and shooting down six targets at the same time. The
weapon was rolled out amid growing tensions around the Persian Gulf”according to a report
by RT.com. The report said that “Iran unveiled its new domestically-designed air defense
missile system Khordad 15 on Sunday. Equipped with long-range Sayyad 3 missiles, it can
shoot down enemy jets and combat drones at a range of 120 kilometers, Defense Minister
Brigadier General Amir Hatami said.” 
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The U.S. war machine’s main objective is to destabilize and destroy Iran as a country so that
the U.S., the Gulf states and especially Israel can dominate the Middle East and its oil
supplies. It will also be a bonus for the Military-Industrial Complex which will profit from what
will become a long-term war.

*
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